
Changer Monitor Instruction Set 
This is a universal instruction set for all models of the Changer Monitor. 

Not all aspects in this instruction set may apply to your monitor. 
 

 
Overview 

The Etowah Valley Equipment Changer Monitor is designed to detect abnormal changer use. When the 
adjustable dollar count is met, (within the adjustable time setting) the Monitor will signal the validator to 
stop accepting bills until the Monitor resets (with the ACW model, the monitor signals the controller to 
accept correct change only). 

Installation 

The Monitor is designed to simply plug inline at the existing validator-to-wiring harness connection. If the 
connections do not appear to be the correct type, or if you are unsure of where the connection is, please call 
us for additional help. The attached power cord is for an additional shutdown feature, but is not necessary 
for the primary operation of the Monitor. 

Operation 

The Monitor constantly registers the amount of bills changed. If the amount changed exceeds the adjustable 
dollar amount, (within the time setting) the bill acceptor will be signaled to stop accepting bills for 5 
minutes. During this shutdown period, a 1 amp relay dry contact is provided to activate an alarm system 
and/or autodialer (not provided). After the 5 minute shutdown, the Monitor will automatically reset the 
changer and the alarm output will be turned off. If the dollar amount is exceeded again within an hour of the 
first shutdown, the Monitor will stop the acceptance of bills for 30 minutes before resetting. The monitor 
can be manually reset at any time by pressing the manual reset button. 

"Total Count" Feature: The Monitor can limit the total amount of change allowed during a certain time 
period. By plugging the attached power cord into a common lamp timer, you can trigger the Monitor to stop 
bill acceptance after a total amount of change is given. For example, if you are certain that your changer 
takes less than $100 on any given night after 10 P.M., simply set the Monitor for $100 and set the lamp 
timer to come on at 10 P.M. and to go off at a time your choosing in the morning. The Monitor will 
automatically reset the total count when the power is removed in the morning. The primary Monitor mode 
is still active during this “total count” mode. 

"Toggle Switch" Feature: This model of the changer monitor has been equipped with a front mounted 
toggle switch. This switch provides the operator with 2 operating modes. Alarm only mode activates the 
alarm circuit ONLY. Shut down AND alarm mode will trigger the alarm AND send a signal to the 
controller resulting in the machine displaying “Use Exact Change”. If you have a Paystation, you must 
manually reset the controller before the machine will resume giving change when using this mode. 



Note: You must specify when ordering your monitor if you want either of these extra features. 

Indicator Lights 

There are 3 LEDs located next to the manual reset button. These will normally be off. When there is an 
active shutdown, LED D3 and D4 turn on (see figure 4). When the Monitor auto resets, LED D3 will turn 
off, but LED D4 will remain on until the manual reset button is pushed. The purpose of LED D4 is to 
inform you that an active shutdown has occurred. Keep in mind that you can manually reset the Monitor at 
any time by pressing the reset button (see figure 4). The LED D2 indicates if the “trigger” (bonus feature) 
from the lamp timer is present (indicating that the “total count” mode is active). 

Setting Counts and Timing 

Refer to Figure 3 for the pulse count, time duration, and total count settings. Refer to Figures 1 and 4 for 
board orientation when programming the dip switches. Make sure that the board is turned the correct way 
and is not upside down. After choosing the desired dip switch settings, you must press the manual reset 
button to activate the new settings. 

Hints and Uses 

The Monitor has been proven effective in limiting losses due to “stringers.” Be sure to choose a low count 
setting and a high time setting to begin with. If you have too many false alarms, simply lower the time 
setting. The best way to determine initial settings is to record the changer use during a busy period and set 
the switches accordingly. 

If you find that the Monitor is going “active” on a routine basis, you may want to change your settings 
slightly. Constantly changing the settings will thwart attempts by crooks to “learn” your particular setting 
pattern. 

One of the Monitor’s advantages over permanent anti cheat devices is the numerous settings. While crooks 
may defeat a “set” device, the ability to make adjustments with the Monitor is very helpful. The ability to 
hook up an alarm or autodialer also helps in preventing “stringing” and is highly recommended. 
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